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Abstract
Light scattering by nonspherical particles has been

issues of interest for reseachers in many areas. Elliptical
cylinder, as the most simple approximation model, is the
preferred object of study. Light scattering of elliptical
cylinder has analytical solution based on rigorous
boundary conditions, but it is only used to analysis of
elliptical cylinder with small dimension and small aspect
ratio. Recently, geometrical optics and Vectorial Complex
Ray Model have received great attention and developed
quickly, they compensate the limitation of analytical
methods. In this article, we mainly carry out the
measurement of light scattering of elliptical liquid jet.
When the incident light is perpendicular to the liquid jet
axis, the distribution of the first-order rainbow of liquid jet
is measured by laser rainbow measuring system of liquid
jet. We select the liquid jet with major axis of 500-1000 µm
and aspect ratio of 1-1.3 at different incident light,
including parallel and oblique to minor and major axes of
the ellipse. Finally, we compare the measurement results
with the numerical results calculated by geometrical optics
and Vectorial Complex Ray Model.

1 Introduction
In experimental studies, due to the difficulty of making

spheroidal particles of various spectroscopic aspect ratio,
few experimental studies on elliptical droplets or elliptical
jet are conducted[1]. In this paper, a metal tube with
squashed spout is used to generate desired elliptical liquid
jet [2]. The first-order rainbow of liquid jet is measured
with laser rainbow measuring system of liquid
jet(LRMSLJ) [3]. Figure.1 illustrates the schema of ray
when it interacts with an elliptical cylinder[4], where
a andb are respectively the axes of the ellipse in x and
y directions. the liquid jet is illuminated by laser in the

direction perpendicular to its axis, and it is given in the
schema that how laser emergents after reflecting on the
inner surface of the elliptical cylinder once. The emergent
ray makes an angle  with the incident ray, which is the
scattering angle, and the incident wave propagating
direction makes an angle  with the x-axis. When =0°,
90° , 180° or 360° , it is called normal incidence,
otherwise called oblique incidence.
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Figure.1 schema of ray interaction with elliptical cylinder
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Figure. 2 Laser rainbow measuring system of liquid jet
Figure. 2 shows a functional block diagram of LRMSLJ.

We give a pressure to distilled water of the tank, it will
form elliptical cylinder after passing elliptic orifice of the
metal tube. Laser (20mW, 532nm) goes through the
polarizer and cylindrical lens, it comes up light scattering
with the axis of elliptical cylinder vertically. Using CCD to
receive reflected and scattered light, and transfer data to
the computer. Finally, finishing data processing with PC.
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Figure. 3 Sketch map for elliptical cylinder.
Figure. 3 (a) shows a sectional view of the metallic

orifice, Figure. 3 (b) shows the liquid jet observed by
measuring microscope, Figure. 3 (c) shows a sketch map of
the liquid jet, h is the height from orifice to observation
point. With h increased under surface tension, the shape
of section changes from ellipse to circle. Its physical
dimension also changes with h increased. Using
measuring microscope, we measure major axis a , minor
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axis b and aspect ratio /a b of the liquid jet with different
h . Measuring results are shown in Table 1.

Loca-
tion

h

(mm)

a

( m)

b

( m)

/a b

1 5 990 791 1.251

2 8 900 751 1.198

3 12 806 728 1.107

4 15 705 705 1.000

Table 1 Measuring results with different h

3 Experiment results and analysis
This paper mainly measures the first-order rainbow of

elliptical cylinder. We give measurement results in two
cases, while room temperature T =25℃, laser wavelength
 =532nm, liquid flow rate v =40ml/min, the refractive
index of water m =1.3348.

(1) Along major axis by normal incidence ( o=0 ),
different aspect ratios corresponding angular distribution
of the rainbow.
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Figure. 4 Rainbow patterns with different aspect ratios.

Figure. 4 shows the first-order Airy-Rainbow angle
changes from large to small with aspect ratio decreased.
This trend is consistent with theoretical analysis[4].

(2) Umder the oblique incident condition, different tilt
angles  corresponding angular distribution of the
rainbow. h =5mm， 990 ma  ， 791 mb  ， /a b =1.251.

Due to space limitations, we give angular distribution
of the rainbow when o25  and o45 .
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Figure. 5 Rainbow patterns with o25  and o45 .
Figure 5 shows the first-order Airy-Rainbow angle

changes from large to small with the tilt angle 
increasing. This trend is consistent with theoretical
analysis[4].

4 Conclusions
There is some theoretical analysis of rainbow

phenomenon on elliptical structures, including geometrical
optics and Vectorial Complex Ray Model, but empirical
validation is still absent. By setting up LRMSLJ in the
laboratory, rainbows of elliptical liquid jet are measured.
After getting the angular distribution of rainbows of
elliptical liquid jet at different incident angles and
preliminarily comparing it with the calculated values by
geometrical optics theory, it is validated that the change
trend agrees with the theoretical analysis. Further
researches have yet to be carried out.
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